EQUIPMENT BILLING NOTES
Prorate Code Descriptions
Y - Prorate the monthly rate. You must define the Equipment Rate Code as 03 - Monthly. This is applicable for both Historical and
Current Location records. This will always be the Monthly Rate divided by the number of days in the month.
N - Use the Hierarchy until the Monthly Rate is reached. The Hierarchy is always applied to the Historical Location record. For the
Current Location, the system will use the Hierarchy to calculate a total billing. The system will compare that total to the Monthly Rate. If
the total calculated for the billing period is less than the Monthly Rate, no billing will be generated. If the total calculated for the billing
period is greater than the Monthly Rate then a billing will be calculated using the Prorated amount (Monthly Rate divided by the number
of days in the month).
Note: If you use Prorate Code ‘N’ and Rate Code equal to a value of ’03 Monthly’ in the Rental Rules, then you must have the
03 - Monthly, 02 - Weekly and 04 - Daily Rates set up in the Equipment Rates.
H - Use Hierarchy at all times. This is applicable for the Historical Location. The Current Location will only produce a billing after the
Monthly Rate is reached.

Example of Prorate Code ‘N’ and Current Location
Equipment Rates for Unit 0920400:

Monthly Rate $185.00 for the period from 11/01/2016 to 11/15/2016 which is 15 days.
2 weeks @ $83.00 = $166.00
1 days @ $10.00 = $10.00
Total Calculated = $176.00
This Total Calculated Amount of $176 using the hierarchy is less than the monthly rate of $185 so a billing is
NOT generated.
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Monthly Rate 185.00 for the period from 11/01/2016 to 11/16/2016 which is 16 days.
2 weeks $83.00 x 2 = $166.00
2 days $10.00 x 2 = $20.00
Total Calculated = $186.00
This Total Calculated Amount of $186 is greater than the monthly rate of $185 so a billing is generated using
the pro-rated rate.

Location Transfers
When entering a Location Transfer make sure to use an Effective Date after the last Billed Thru Date for the
Equipment. There is a Bug in JDE where the system will allow you to enter a Location Transfer Effective Date
prior to the Thru Date of the latest billing. This should not be allowed, but it will not be fixed any time soon (this
issue has been deemed an Enhancement).
For example, Unit TP1175 below has been billed thru 12/25/2016. A Location Transfer should never be
entered with an Effective Date prior to 12/25/2016.
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To determine the last billing date of a piece of Equipment, use the Location Billing Inquiries program on the
CAM Menu.

Equipment Rates
Rental Rules – Pro Rate Code equal to ‘N’ and Rate Code equal to ’03 - Monthly’
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Equipment Rate Changes
When the Rates change for the Equipment enter an Ending Date on the old Rates and enter new Equipment
Rate records with the new Begin Date. See example below. If the Rate Code on the Rental Rules is ’03’ for
Monthly always be sure to set up the Weekly and Daily rates so that when the hierarchy is used for the
calculations the system can find the rates.

Always do a Location Transfer when changing Rates. The Transfer can be From and To the same Job.
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Obtaining the Equipment Rates for Billing
There are two ways that the system is obtaining the rate for the equipment location billing.
1. The processing option for the Billing Effective Date on the Location Billing. Populating this Processing
Option will apply the rate effective on that date to the entire period being billed. This overrides the Start
and End Dates on the Equipment Rates.
2. The Billing Dates starting the next day after the last Billed Thru Date. These dates will be used if the
Processing Option above is left blank.
Processing Option for the Billing Effective Date
There is a Processing Option on the Location Billing program called “Billing Effective Date”. This Billing
Effective Date will be used to obtain the Rate in the Equipment Rates Table for this generation. If this
Processing Option is left blank, the system will then use the dates of the period being billed as shown below.

Billing Dates
In the example below, TP1175 has an equipment rate record with a Begin Date of 5/26/2015. It has been
billed thru 01/24/2017. When the next location billing is generated the system will use a start date of 1/25/2017
and based on the Thru Date will use the $40.87 for the daily rate.
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